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Abstract: As essential elements of green spaces and social spaces in cities, urban parks significantly
improve the quality of life and promote urban sustainability. Research on the development process of urban
parks can be meaningful for coping with the current issues and future opportunities facing cities. This study
takes Zhengzhou as the case aiming to outline the development process and characteristics of urban parks
within the city. We adopted the empirical analysis to review the evolution processes and trends of
Zhengzhou's urban parks from the perspective of implementation approaches, spatial layout, and functions
and uses. Results reveal four subsequent phases: the emergence phase (1949-1977), the growth phase (19781996), the acceleration phase (1997-2012), and the promotion phase (after 2012), according to the periods of
urban development and the opportunities for green space development. The discussion includes development
issues and strategies regarding land use approaches, user group needs, and public participation. The findings
may help formulate adaptive and effective policies and planning tools for urban parks and provide a basis for
further research on urban parks and Zhengzhou's road to the ideal "Park City".
Keywords: development phases, evolution trends, implementation approaches, spatial layout, functions and
uses.

1. Introduction
Urban parks are green spaces for the public
to recreate, relax and communicate (Chiesura,
2004; Smith et al., 2013). It has been shown
that urban parks can help improve the quality
of life in cities, enhancing human well-being
(Chiesura, 2004; Sherer, 2003), facilitating
social cohesion (Kaźmierczak, 2013; Völker et
al., 2007), contributing to the general education
of the citizens (Fekete et al., 2020), and
providing ecosystem services within cities
(Forsyth and Musacchio, 2005; Haase et al.,
2014). Thus, urban parks can promote the

sustainable development of urban society and
environment (Harnik, 2012; Maas et al., 2006).
The term 'public park' implies the park that is
fully and freely open to the public (Conway,
1996), which refers to a crucial type of urban
parks. Since Birkenhead Park, the first real
public park, was established in the UK in 1843
(Crompton, 2007), urban parks have gradually
developed into an integral part of the urban
landscape with the development of cities.
In the broader context of global
urbanization, more and more cities today are
1
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increasingly exposed to a series of
environmental and social issues. With urban
sustainable development gaining increased
recognition, ecology, unique urban character
and preserved historic value have growing
importance regarding the European settlements.
Characteristic streetscapes and appearance
make cities more attractive for both visitors and
investors, strengthening also their economic
position. An urban environment with
increasing green infrastructure is a source of
inspiration for the citizens, strengthening
recreation, health and local identity.
Regarding China's rapid urbanization
process, in order to optimize the urban human
living environment, a series of urban
development models have been explored and
promoted by the country according to different
urban development stages and goals. Among
them, "Landscape Garden City", "Ecological
Garden City", and "Park City" are progressive
urban development models with various
standard levels, which put an emphasis on
urban greening, especially with urban park
construction as an essential instrument.
"Landscape Garden City" is guided by the

aesthetics of urban landscape and focuses on
green space construction (Chen et al., 2013).
The primary indicators for evaluation include
public green area per capita, green area ratio,
and green coverage ratio. "Ecological Garden
City" aims to build a livable city with a good
ecological environment (Cheng and Cheng,
2018; Zhang et al., 2017). It has a relatively
comprehensive evaluation system, in which the
park-related indicators mainly include the park
area per capita, the coverage ratio of park
catchment area, and the minimum park area per
capita in each urban district. Currently, "Park
City" is a proposed vision, emphasizing peoplecentered city and ecological civilization within
cities (Wu et al., 2018; Li and Zhang, 2018;
Wang, 2018; Zhu and Gao, 2018). The
evaluation indicators have not yet been
determined, but a higher standard is
undoubtedly expected. Like many other cities,
Zhengzhou was successively guided by the
concepts of "Landscape Garden City",
"Ecological Garden City", and "Park City" in
the development process, which has greatly
fostered the planning and construction of urban
parks (Table 1).

Table 1. Comparison of "Landscape Garden City", "Ecological Garden City" and "Park City"
Urban
development
model

Year
proposed

Landscape
Garden City

1992

Ecological
Garden City

Core purpose & Focus of
Construction




2007






Park City

2018

Aesthetics of urban
landscape
Green space construction
A livable city with a good
ecological environment
Urban ecological
environment; urban living
environment; urban
infrastructure
A harmonious coexistence
between man and nature
People-centered city;
ecological civilization;
integration of urban park
system and urban spatial
pattern

Park-related
metrics

Year Zhengzhou
reached

Public green area
per capita

2006

Park area per
capita; coverage
ratio of park
catchment area;
minimum park area
per capita

2020

Undetermined

-

2
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Despite considerable studies about urban
parks from multiple perspectives, there is little
empirical evidence on the analysis and
evaluation of urban park development itself
from a historical and local point of view, which
should be the basis for a better urban park
system.
Therefore,
research
on
the
development process of urban parks can be of
significance for dealing with the current
problems and future opportunities of cities.
This study takes Zhengzhou as the empirical
case aiming to outline the development process
and characteristics of urban parks within the
city. The research questions are threefold: 1)
What phases have urban parks in Zhengzhou
gone through? 2) What are the evolution
trends? 3) What development strategies can be
formulated? We started by examining four
progressive phases designated according to the
city's development stages and green space
development opportunities. Then we reviewed
the evolution trends from the perspective of
implementation approaches, spatial layout, and
functions and uses. The last part discussed the
development issues and strategies regarding
land use approaches, user group needs, and
public participation. The overview of urban
park development in Zhengzhou may help
formulate adaptive and effective policies and
planning tools for urban parks and provide a
basis for further research on urban parks and
Zhengzhou's road to the ideal "Park City".
2. Study Area and Methods
2.1. Study area
Zhengzhou is one of the eight ancient
capitals of China and became the capital city of
Henan Province in 1954. Located on the North
China Plain and the south bank of the Yellow
River, the city has made full use of its critical
central location to develop into a significant
integrated transportation hub in central China.

Zhengzhou has a multi-layered natural and
built heritage originating from various
historical periods, strongly related to the unique
topography of the city. Historic parks and open
spaces are also scenes of the life of the city
today.
Development-oriented
heritage
conservation
and
green
infrastructure
development therefore makes an integral part
of the renovation projects.
The paper takes the central urban area of
Zhengzhou region as the study area (Fig. 1). It
covers approximately 1010.3 km2 and 5.22
million inhabitants according to the 2019
census (Bureau ZS, 2019), with several rivers
passing through (e.g., Jinshui River, Dongfeng
Canal, and Xiong'er River). There are five
districts in the central urban area: Zhongyuan,
Erqi, Guancheng, Jinshui, and Huiji, with the
new east urban zone involved in.
The history of Zhengzhou dates back to
about 3,600 years ago when it was the capital
of the Shang Dynasty. The 7-kilometer-long
rammed-earth Shang Dynasty city wall still
exists in the city center. A series of historical
parks have been developed around it. However,
in the later troubled history of Zhengzhou, due
to factors such as wars and floods, very few
historical features were preserved in the urban
area. After the start of the 20th century, it is
worth mentioning that several major green
spaces were developed by the local
government. Pingmin Garden, with an area of 8
acres, was first constructed for residents to
visit, but it was eventually abandoned. Then
Bishagang Cemetery was established in 1928
to commemorate the martyrs, later converted
into the urban park with the longest history in
Zhengzhou. And there was a green space
centered around Penggong Temple, where the
first real urban park was established later.
Besides, Longhai Garden covering an area of
75 acres, was built in a nursery in 1934 for
citizens to relax and enjoy, which was later
changed. By the time of liberation in 1948,
3
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Zhengzhou was a dilapidated small county after
the war with only a few green spaces, including
Longhai Garden, Bishagang Cemetery, the
green space of Penggong Temple, and several
private gardens. And there were few street trees
in the urban area. Furthermore, due to the
accumulation of sand caused by floods,
Zhengzhou suffered from frequent sand storms
and was known as the "Sandy City"
(Committee ZLHC, 1997). After the founding

of New China in 1949, Zhengzhou entered a
development
era
and
started
urban
construction. Notably, to improve the urban
environment and change the city's image, a
large number of trees were planted
continuously in the urban area at the call of the
municipal government. By 1985, the green
coverage rate had reached 35.25%, which
earned Zhengzhou a reputation as a "Green
City" (Fig. 2).

Fig. 1. Geography, topography and administrative units of Zhengzhou, Henan Province
(Source: Prepared by the Author)

Fig. 2. Comparison of "Sandy City" image from the 1950s and "Green City" image from the 1980s
(Source: mt.sohu.com; sh.dahe.cn)
4
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Fig. 3. Changes over the years in population, built-up land, and urban park area in the central urban
area (Source: Municipal Bureau of Statistics and Zhengzhou Statistical Yearbook)
Over the past decades, Zhengzhou has
undergone rapid urbanization with tremendous
changes in population and built-up land in the
central urban area. This has brought great
development to urban green spaces, especially
urban parks. According to statistics, the area of
urban parks has grown substantially and
rapidly (Fig. 3). The time frame of this study is
from 1949 to the present.
2.2. Methods
This study was conducted using qualitative
and inductive methods. We first applied
empirical analysis based on text and
illustrations to outline the development of
Zhengzhou's urban parks from the perspective
of implementation approaches, spatial layout,
and functions and uses. It was followed by an
evaluation of the main evolution trends. After
that, a theoretical analysis on existing issues
was conducted to discuss the development
strategies for urban parks in Zhengzhou,
referring to related research results.

3. Results and discussion
Zhengzhou's urban park development
phases
1) The emergence phase (1949-1977)
• Zhengzhou was transformed into the
capital city of Henan Province in 1954,
which
brought
unprecedented
opportunities for urban development.
• After the founding of New China in
1949, the country began to attach
importance to people's leisure and
recreation activities. Therefore, the
construction of urban parks received
support
from
the
municipal
government.
For Zhengzhou, the urban park was just an
unfamiliar concept until 1952 when People's
Park was established near the first planned city
center with historical temples preserved.
Subsequently, in 1957, Bishagang Park was
converted from the original martyr's cemetery
to be a landmark of another newly established
city center. Then in 1964 Zijingshan Park
emerged based on an ancient urban district
from the Shang Dynasty (Fig. 4).
5
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Fig. 4. Zijingshan Park
(Source: blog.sina.com.cn)

Fig. 5. The first three parks in the urban pattern of
the 1960s (Source: Prepared by the author)

The implementation of the original urban
parks mainly relied on municipal government
investment, including the transformation of
special green spaces and historic open spaces.
The three urban parks were all built as
municipal-level parks to attract citizens from
the whole city. That is why they were located at
the critical nodes of the urban layout (Fig. 5).
They were all multifunctional parks, combining
culture with leisure and social activities.
Moreover, under the guidance of policies,
urban parks usually also played a role in
agricultural production.
Urban parks of Zhengzhou can be traced
back to the first three park initiatives. All of
them have played a vital role in urban life and
enjoyed a high reputation among citizens.
2) The growth phase (1978-1996)
• Driven by economic reform and
opening-up policies proposed in 1978,
the national economy progressively
underwent a historic transformation
from a centrally planned to a market

economy,
which
significantly
promoted urbanization.
• With a fundamental change in land
development, land prices became a key
factor in determining the urban spatial
layout (Xu, 2007).
Since urban parks do not have an obvious
role in generating economic benefits, it is
difficult to reserve land for them through a
purely market competition mechanism (Wolch
et al., 2014). The "Management Regulations for
the Construction of Urban Green Spaces in
Zhengzhou" was promulgated by the municipal
government
to
ensure
development
opportunities for green spaces, including
guaranteeing required land and funds,
supervising illegal occupation, etc. The area of
urban parks increased by nearly 250 ha from
1977 to 1996. A few new urban parks were
provided at essential locations, such as Shang
City Park along ancient city wall and
Xintongqiao Park beside the main road
overpass.
6
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Fig. 6. The belt-shaped park along Jinshui River
(Source: Henan Business Daily)

Fig. 7. Amusement facilities in Bishagang
Park in the 80s (Source: forums.nphoto.net)

Moreover, running through the central
urban area, Jinshui River was an important but
long-term polluted river. As part of an
improvement project, the first belt-shaped
riverside park was planned and developed here
to enhance the urban environment and create
leisure space for citizens (Fig. 6). On the
whole, some critical scattered spots and linear
areas were given priority to develop into urban
parks.
In order to create leisure landscapes, plant
design in urban parks was in focus. And, for
exploiting economic benefits, urban parks
increasingly
accommodated
diverse
commercial facilities for amusement (Fig. 7). It
can be said that leisure and amusement played
a major role in urban parks.
3) The acceleration phase (1997-2012)
• The municipal government made a
major strategic decision in 2000 to
build a "Regional Central City", which
greatly accelerated the urbanization of
Zhengzhou.
• As the construction of green spaces
lagged behind the urbanization process
for a long time (Zhao et al., 2003),
Zhengzhou finally lost its reputation as
a "Green City". This largely urged the
municipal government to initiate a
greening campaign in 1997 and then
set the goal of creating a "Landscape

Garden City" to improve the city's
appearance.
Urban parks were increased through
innovative development approaches led by the
municipal government, including changing
other types of green land into and renting land
owned by farmers for urban parks.
Subsequently, as part of a comprehensive
renewal of the old city, multiple tools, such as
regeneration of run-down areas, replacement of
industrial land, and conversion of illegal
construction land, were applied to develop
urban parks. Furthermore, through the overall
urban planning, a large area of parks at
multiple levels was developed in the new east
urban zone to create an ecological and livable
environment
(Fig.
9).
In
addition,
"Management Measures for Zhengzhou Urban
Green Space Boundary" was published by the
municipal government to ensure designated
existing and future urban green spaces. From
1996 to 2012, the area of urban parks grew
rapidly, up to about 4.5 times.
The local authority approved the "Green
Space System Plan for Zhengzhou City (20032010)" (Fig. 8) and the "Green Space Plan for
Local Recreation in Zhengzhou Old City". As a
result, a large number of residential-level parks
were constructed with the consideration of
spatial balance.
7
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Fig. 8. Green Space System Plan for Zhengzhou
City (2003-2010) (Source: news.zynews.cn)

Fig. 9. The parks in the new east urban zone
(Source: news.zynews.cn)

The belt-shaped parks along Xiong'er
River, Dongfeng Canal, and Jinshui River were
built and open to the public, creating more
convenient leisure opportunities. It was the first
time that urban green spaces were defined as a
system, and catchment areas of the parks were
considered.
Under the call of the greening campaign,
remarkably, most urban parks gradually
changed into free-access public parks and
gained more visibility from the outside by
demolishing park fences. Various functional
zones were added to the large parks, such as
fitness areas for seniors and children's
playgrounds. Due to the broad introduction of
flowering plants, flower viewing in urban parks
became popular. And urban parks had
gradually played a role in attracting visitors
during major festivals and events. In general,
the uses of urban parks were significantly
improved, and the parks’ recreational functions
were enhanced.

4) The promotion phase (after 2012)
• Zhengzhou was designated as "National
Central City" in 2016 and is at the
highest level in the national urban
system planning with eight other cities,
including Beijing, Tianjin, and
Shanghai, which required a higher
standard for urban development of
Zhengzhou.
• After realizing the "Landscape Garden
City", Zhengzhou took the "Ecological
Garden City" as its new development
goal and then "Park City" in order to
improve the urban living environment.
To strengthen the construction and
management of urban greening, the new
version of regulations on urban green spaces in
Zhengzhou took effect in 2012. In response to
the rapid expansion of urban built-up areas, it
emphasized reserving essential land for urban
parks in the newly planned urban zones. In
addition, the updated regulation clarified that
8
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the municipal government was responsible for
allocating land for the parks. In order to
optimize the distribution of urban parks, along
with
the
continuous
comprehensive
regeneration of the old city and run-down
areas, appropriate plots freed up were
encouraged to be used for developing urban
parks. Compared with 2012, the area of urban
parks more than doubled in 2018.
The local authority accepted the "Green
Space System Plan for Zhengzhou City (20132030)". And the goal of developing an urban
park system was put forward. Moreover, the
planning and construction of green and
ecological corridors along significant circular
and radial roads were widely implemented,
which has enhanced the link between green
spaces.
Furthermore,
the
"Three-Year
Development Plan for Providing Public Green
Spaces within 300m and Parks within 500m
Ranges" was issued by the local authority in
2018, aiming to achieve full coverage of park

catchment areas (Fig. 10). Thus, many parks at
the municipal, district and residential levels
were planned and constructed step by step to
mitigate the uneven distribution. On the whole,
the connectivity and spatial balance of urban
parks were much emphasized and improved.
In order to enrich the experience of park
users, multiple types of parks were developed,
including wetland parks and theme parks.
Besides, through ecological approaches, such
as urban rainwater collection and ecological
revetment design, urban parks have been
expected to provide ecosystem services.
Furthermore,
historical
and
cultural
characteristics are valued, aiming to use urban
parks to display and transfer urban culture. It
can be said that urban parks are not only
increasingly improved to meet diverse leisure
and recreation demands but also play an
essential role in promoting urban ecology and
culture.

Fig. 10. Plan for the Coverage of Park Catchment Area (Source: www.sohu.com)
9
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Zhengzhou's urban park evolution trends
1) Multiple implementation approaches
To cope with the weak position of urban
park development regarding land availability
under the market mechanism, a method
combining centralized allocation and legislative
control is formed. With the acceleration of
urbanization, urban park development has been
gradually integrated into the urban regeneration
process, relying on land-use change. Besides,
other available fragmented land is also
encouraged to be flexibly converted to
parkland. For newly expanding urban zones,
urban parks are highly considered from the
initial planning.
2) Systematic and balanced spatial layout
Urban parks have been gradually
considered as a whole system with a distinct
hierarchy. The connectivity of urban parks is
strengthened through belt-shaped parks along
rivers and roads, which significantly improves
accessibility. The spatial distribution of urban
parks has undergone a transition from relatively
random to balanced. Moreover, the indicators
for urban park allocation have evolved from
controlling baseline (e.g., park area per capita)
to assessing accessibility (e.g., park catchment
area).
3) Humanized functions and uses
With the development of the city, special
functions (e.g., agricultural production) caused
by historical reasons are gradually abandoned.
Leisure and recreation have become the main
functions of urban parks to meet the needs of
citizens. Meanwhile, as urban parks tend to be
diversified, urban parks have taken cultural
promotion and ecological improvement roles.
Moreover, from closed to open, from payment
to free, the service scope of urban parks has
been dramatically expanded.

Discussion of development strategies
1) Innovating land use approaches
As Zhengzhou continues to undergo
accelerated urbanization, the availability of
land resources in the central urban area tends to
decrease. Hence, the solution of simply
planning more new land for urban parks will no
longer be appropriate for the crowded urban
environment. At the same time, the long-term
relatively rapid and extensive urban expansion
has resulted in unreasonable urban land use
patterns. Thus, in order to change the
insufficient and unbalanced supply of urban
parks, comprehensive and efficient utilization
of underutilized land and neglected space can
be a promising approach (Ren, 2003; Wang et
al., 2019). For example, Singapore reserves
land for green space by rezoning and
integrating low-efficiency land. In addition, for
certain types of open spaces (e.g., schoolyards,
rooftops, parking, roads, and markets), the
application of double-use parks and temporary
parks can be realistic solutions to increase park
space (Harnik, 2012).
2) Responding to user group needs in a
social context
With the development of modern cities, the
connotation of public service equity has
evolved from spatial equality to social equity
(Jiang et al., 2011). Specifically, the concept
and measurement standards of urban park
equity have shown a more refined trend with
the evolution of city level, social demand, and
public awareness (He et al., 2019). It can be
said that urban parks are expected to have
higher adaptability, changing from place-based
to people-based measures and from large-unit
to small-unit measures. However, the allocation
of urban parks in Zhengzhou has been limited
to promoting spatial balance, and it is
insufficient to deal with diverse user needs and
uneven social context. Considering the
development phase of urban parks, it is
necessary to pay attention to diversified needs
10
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of user groups within the complex social
context in order to balance the supply and
demand of urban parks.
3) Improving
public
participation
mechanism
Various findings have proven that public
participation is an integral part of sustainable
urban park planning and management (Speller
and Ravenscroft, 2006; Saruwono and
Mohamed Anuar, 2018; Huang, 2010). On the
one hand, public participation helps to
understand park users' demands and integrate
their ideas to improve the projects. On the other
hand, involving local inhabitants in different
stages of park development can significantly
enhance their sense of responsibility for the
active maintenance of urban parks (Yan, 2019).
However, top-down planning and management
have long been in operation for urban parks in
Zhengzhou, which gives local citizens few
opportunities to influence decision-making.
Therefore, to achieve more effective
development, the authorities should support
and ensure public participation, including
providing
diversified
channels
for
communication and ensuring the transparency
of the decision-making process.
4. Conclusions
The sequential views, the place and its
spirit, and the content altogether define urban
parks, open spaces and streetscapes, as an
integral part of urban design, is the art of
relationship (Cullen, 1971). The duty is
therefore to explore new, hidden relationships
or strengthen existing ones, which provide both
healthy recreation and leisure, and visual urban
experience, unveiling the values and
characteristics of the specific place to the
spectator.
We selected Zhengzhou as the empirical
case in urban China and reviewed its urban
park development. The results show that the

urban park development in Zhengzhou is a
continuous and changing process. It has gone
through four progressive phases: the emergence
phase (1949-1977), the growth phase (19781996), the acceleration phase (1997-2012), and
the promotion phase (after 2012). On the
whole, we can see an evolution in Zhengzhou's
urban parks in terms of diversification of
implementation approaches, systematization
and balance of spatial layout, and humanization
of functions and uses. The future development
strategies to tackle existing problems mainly lie
in innovative land-use approaches, response to
user group needs in a social context, and
improvement
of
public
participation
mechanisms. The research findings may help
formulate adaptive and effective policies and
planning tools for urban parks and provide a
basis for further research on urban parks and
Zhengzhou's road to the ideal "Park City".
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Abstract: This paper focuses on the environment of Ethiopia, a country highly sensitive to droughts severely
affecting vegetation. Vegetation monitoring of Ethiopian Highlands requires visualization of environmental
parameters to assess droughts negatively influencing agricultural sustainable management of crops.
Therefore, this study presented mapping of several climate and environmental variables including Palmer
Drought Severity Index (PDSI). The data were visualized and interpreted alongside the topographic data to
evaluate the environmental conditions for vegetation. The datasets included WorldClim and GEBCO and
Digital Chart of the World (DCW). Research has threefold objectives: i) environmental mapping; ii)
technical cartographic scripting; iii) data processing. Following variables were visualized on seven new
maps: 1) topography; 2) soil moisture; 3) T °C minimum; 4) T °C maximum; 5) Wind speed; 6)
Precipitation; 7) Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDSI). New high-resolution thematic environmental maps
are presented and the utility of GMT for mapping multi-source datasets is described. With varying degrees of
soil moisture (mean value of 15.0), min T°C (₋1.8°C to 24°C), max T°C (14.4°C to 40.2°C) and wind speed
(0.1 to 6.1 m/s), the maps demonstrate the variability of the PDSI fields over the country area (from ₋11.7 to
2.3) induced by the complex sum of these variables and intensified by the topographic effects notable over
the Ethiopian Highlands which can be used for vegetation analysis. The paper presents seven new maps and
contributes to the environmental studies of Ethiopia.
Keywords: cartography; vegetation; drought; PDSI; precipitation; soil moisture; temperature.

1. Introduction
Drought, severely affecting vegetation, is
caused by the shortage in water supply. It has
twofold
factors:
atmospheric
origin
(precipitation), and soil moisture (surface
water). There are many controlling factors
which determine the distribution of drought,
including
atmospheric
(precipitation,
temperature, intensity and direction of winds),
geological (soil moisture, permeability of
subsoils), and hydrological (dense of river

network and intensity of streams). Visualizing
spatial patterns of droughts is crucial for the
environmental monitoring of the region with
such contrasting climate setting as Ethiopia.
Although the duration drought may vary from
several days to months or years, its
environmental,
agricultural
and
social
consequences may have a substantial impact on
both nature ecosystems and human existence
through the affected agricultural regional
14
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economy. Ethiopia is a country with sensitive
climate environmental setting, contrasting
topography, unique geologic parameters
(location of the Afar Triple Junction and
distribution of the part of the East African Rift
System and Great Rift Valley), Fig. 1. The
complicated combination of the climatic and
topographic factors results in notable drought
disasters, recorded in the Somali, the Afar
Depression (geological region of the Afar
Triple Junction), deserts and lowland regions as
the area most affected by droughts. With a
focus on visualizing the drivers of drought in
Ethiopia, this paper presents a series of maps
on current environmental-climate setting of
Ethiopia with aim to demonstrate why drought
is distributed in a certain correlation with
topographic relief, a question which is of
interest to the environmental monitoring in

Ethiopia. Since humans are dependent upon
climate setting, environmental conditions and
ecosystems for agricultural production and
services, regular updated climate monitoring is
essential not only for the physical geographic
but also for the social studies, which explains
and justifies the actuality of the undertaken
research.
Agricultural problems caused by drought
include a variety of processes. The most
significant agricultural consequences include
crop failure (Edossa et
al., 2010;
Suryabhagavan, 2017), soil and pasture losses
(Tora et al., 2021; Mihretie et al., 2021) in
vulnerable regions of Ethiopia. The direct
economic and social issues include famine and
diseases (Gebre et al., 2021), physical and
mental health strain and children’s health
(Bahru et al., 2019; Dimitrova, 2021).

Fig. 1. Map of the study area. Mapping: GMT. Data: GEBCO, DCW. Source: author
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Furthermore, drought leads to the
increased costs of food for consumers in
economic sector and decrease in cattle
population (Aragie and Thurlow, 2022). The
indirect yet important consequence of drought
includes broken supply chains in industry and
production: reduced supplies to food
processors, demand for fertilizer and farm
labor.
The environmental consequences of
drought include direct affect on the vulnerable
species, such as fruits, flowers, vegetables, tree
nuts, and medicinal herbs that are more
sensitive to droughts compared to the field
crops (Di Falco et al., 2010). Biodiversity
consequences include a high risk for losses in
species diversity of rare species if the water
demand exceeds water supply (Legesse and
Negash, 2021). The depletion of water in soils
causes significant declines in vegetation
productivity and growth of roots (Demelash et
al., 2021) that finally affects biodiversity and
ecosystems. This is caused by the deficit of
water in surface and groundwater that declines
during drought period, affecting water
availability necessary for normal functionality
of plants.
The aim of the present study is to plot a
series of maps showing visualized computed
index of droughts (Palmer Drought Severity
Index, PDSI), and several supporting
meteorological, topographic, climate and
environmental data of Ethiopia using highresolution datasets by technical tools of
Generic Mapping Tools (GMT) cartographic
scripting toolset. Besides environmental
assessment and visualization, this paper
discusses a GMT-based approach to prepare a
series of meteorological maps of Ethiopia using
a scripting approach. The presented maps
visualize the following environmental variables
in Ethiopia in 2018: 1) topography; 2) soil
moisture; 3) T °C minimum; 4) T °C
maximum; 5) Wind speed; 6) Precipitation; 7)

Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDSI). The
presented paper serves the threefold research
objectives:
i. Contributing to the environmental and
climatic studies of Ethiopia through the
visualized new seven thematic maps;
ii. Presenting new approaches of scripting
tools for technical developing of the
contemporary cartography;
iii. Utilizing multi-source datasets from the
open repositories showing the application of
the multi-source data in the environmentalclimate research. The actuality of present study
consists in the presented maps visualizing
meteorological and climate parameters. Those
are necessary for environmental monitoring of
the country and assessment of climate change
and its possible effects. Among other variables,
this paper demonstrates the visualized map of
the Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDSI), an
index developed by Palmer in 1965 and widely
used in various aspects of the environmental
monitoring, e.g. as follows:
(a) to assess climate and environmental
changes;
(b) to perform ecological monitoring;
(c) to complete climatic divisions for
measurements of the hydrologic drought and to
indicate severe or extreme drought using PDSI
values (Alley, 1985).
The PDSI is the most widely used in
climatology regional index of drought which
enables to quantify intensity and period of
droughts (start/end time) for the global longterm drought analysis (Alley, 1985). In
computations of PDSI, we need to estimate the
precipitation and temperature for the
measurement of dryness (Dai et al., 2004).
Theoretically, the drought should be
estimated based on the 'supply-and-demand'
properties of soil moisture of the study area
which includes such complex parameters as
evapotranspiration reflecting the 'demand' of
16
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soil, i.e. the need for water (Ficklin et al.,
2015).
The PDSI presents an approximated and
straightforward model of the drought
calculation based only on precipitation and
temperature. The PDSI is a standardized
measure, ranging from about -10 (extreme
drought) to +10 (extreme moisture) and 0 as
neutral conditions, of surface moisture setting
(Dai et al., 2004).
Practically, the comparative analysis of
these values allows to perform spatial analysis
of the variability of droughts over the study
area. The approaches to asses and calculate
drought in climate and environmental studies,
are diverse (Tesfamariam et al., 2019). More
sophisticated cases of the PDSI calculations
include the prognosis of possible drought based
on the existing data processed as time series
analysis using numerical modelling and
visualized graphs (Beyaztas et al., 2018).
Values, nature and spatial distribution of
the environmental parameters can be analyzed
using various techniques and approaches
through data processing, analysis, modelling
and visualization (Suetova et al., 2005;
Schenke and Lemenkova, 2008; Klaučo et al.,
2013; Jain et al., 2015; Lemenkov and
Lemenkova, 2021a, 2021b; Lemenkova2019c).
Climate data assessment methods use fieldwork
records from the local meteorological stations
where, for examples, the values of temperature
and their statistical extremes, wind speed and
direction, frequency and intensity of
precipitations are recorded directly. The
determined datasets are then stored as data
massifs in Climate Centers and Research Units
for further data processing (Asfaw et al., 2018).
On the other hand, the datasets in tabular
formats require detailed and effective mapping
for interpretation of the environmental
parameters.
Probably the most common approach of
cartographic visualization is based on the

ArcGIS (Gohl, 2006a, 2006b; Gauger et al.,
2007; Lemenkova, 2011; Klaučo et al., 2017;
Ghiglieri et al., 2020; Koroso et al., 2020;
Kebede et al., 2021), which enables to perform
various types of spatial data processing,
modelling and visualization. Besides the
commercial ArcGIS, the examples of the free
open source GIS used for environmental
mapping include ILWIS GIS, SAGA GIS and
QGIS (Alemayehu et al., 2009; Lemenkova,
2020a, 2020c). While there have been
cartographic attempts to present climate
mapping of Ethiopia by the traditional GIS
approaches, a scripting GMT-based approach
enabling rapid data processing of Ethiopian
ecosystems using machine learning methods
has heretofore been lacking. Compared to the
GIS applications, the GMT cartographic data
processing obtained using scripting. Due to its
console-based approach, the GMT is, to a
certain extent, similar to the programming
languages applied in geosciences (Lemenkova,
2019a, 2019b).
Retrieval of climate data from available
repositories for data processing is very
common. These may include government
records on climate and meteorological data,
field observations and questionnaire surveys
(Adgo et al., 2013), census data, crop yield data
from surveys (Eze et al., 2020), multi-temporal
images (Gebrehiwot et al., 2011). Mapping
meteorological variables provides a great
importance to analysis of climate change,
mitigation its environmental and social impacts
and local adaptation (Mera, 2018; Matewos,
2020).
Environmental monitoring, in turn, is
useful for evaluating global ecological and
social conditions within Ethiopia, a country
with extreme climate setting and sensitive
ecosystems (Haile et al., 2020). Therefore, the
application of the thematic GMT based mapping
method for monitoring droughts in Ethiopia, a
region with extreme temperatures, prone to
17
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droughts, presents cartographic visualization of
the high-resolution data provided as a series of
The actuality of this study consists in the
added value on environmental data analysis
through advanced visualization which may
have direct benefits for policy makers and
studies on environmental risk assessment using
produced maps. Moreover, current research in
sustainable agriculture and food systems in
Ethiopia has a notable gap between the
environmental applications in farming and
technical methodologies of mapping and
cartographic visualization. At the same time,
these are necessary to process geospatial data
for possibilities of agricultural activities in
various regions of Ethiopia and crop vegetation
mapping.
The presented research aims to minimize
this gap by presenting a series of thematic maps
of Ethiopia prepared using advanced
methodologies of GMT for data processing in a
semi-automated regime for high-resolution
mapping. Environmental mapping of Ethiopia
using GMT presented observations of climate
variables including PDSI drought index to
detect and visualize variability in of climate
setting to assess their possible effects on
agriculture of Ethiopia. Using scripting
methods of GMT and TerraClimate data for
environmental mapping is ensured by the large
amounts of automation in GMT. The series of
the environmental maps may support data
analysis in sustainable farming of Ethiopia.
Therefore, this research can bring new data to
the environmental analysis and support
agriculture and public sectors on relevant topics
of environment and agriculture of Ethiopia.
2. Materials and methods
Datasets
Data-driven
mapping
includes
visualization of the georeferenced datasets
which may vary in reliability, resolution and

base maps for developing further environmental
analysis
using
cartographic
techniques.
source of origin. This necessarily rises a
question of the data quality control and
assessment. Publicly reknown open data
reputable repositories, such as GEBCO,
NOAA, USGS, GloVis (well-known sources
for the Landsat/Sentinel imagery), or
TerraClimate present the reliable source for the
input data suitable for mapping. This study
captures data from the GEBCO and
TerraClimate sources. Specifically, the datasets
used in this study utilize on the GEBCO
(GEBCO Compilation Group, 2020) used for
topographic mapping in Fig. 1. and
TerraClimate (Abatzoglou et al., 2018) used for
Fig. 2–7.
High-resolution (4 km) climate data from
the TerraClimate WorldClim (Fick and
Hijmans, 2017) CRUTS 4.0. sources have been
used to visualize and map series of climatic
parameters in Ethiopia on 2018: soil moisture;
extreme temperatures (T °C min and T °C
max), wind speed and precipitation and PDSI.
Data processing included five types of actions:
i. data search, selection and capture;
ii. data modeling and numerical
processing;
iii. data visualization, elimination and
symbolization using cartographic design tools;
iv. data behavior analysis: estimating
coherency and finding correlations in datasets
(min/max
temperatures,
soil
moisture,
topographic elevations, wind speed, PDSI);
v. data interpretation and assessment:
explaining trends in spatial distribution of
categorical parameters and continuous fields.
Correct, up-to-date georeferenced data
about environmental and climate parameters
are essential for environmental monitoring of
such disasters as droughts, for supporting realtime environmental hazards mapping and
climate control, and for performing correlation
analyses between geographic variables (for
18
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instance,
agricultural
monitoring,
crop
mapping, assessment of wildlife habitat
distribution). To aid in these efforts,
TerraClimate published the set of climate data
service to its online portal. The TerraClimate is
a global repository of the climate variables,
where each data in the NetCDF format contains
an estimate of the climate measurements for
various years. This study utilities the most
recently available, that is 2018, as a case study.
The data from the TerraClimate repository
present a useful resource as an input data
source to terrestrial environmental mapping of
Ethiopia. Clipped from the global original data
for Ethiopia using the coordinates of the
country borders, TerraClimate data produced a
set of robust data layers on Ethiopia that has
been adopted as the conceptual and input data

for the thematic series in the presented
research:
temperatures (min/max),
soil
moisture, wind speed and PDSI. The series of
six climate grid from the TerraClimate source
and a topographic grid based on GEBCO were
handled by the GMT for mapping selected
meteorological parameters over the country for
2018 and visualizing the drought-prone areas in
Ethiopia. The presented georeferenced data of
the climate variables in Ethiopia are visualized,
with aim to highlight and compare patterns of
data distribution over Ethiopia (temperature
extremes, soil moisture, topography, wind
speed and PDSI). Thus comparison of the
thematic data present new information about
the role of topographic location in climate,
meteorological and environmental processes
driving drought disasters.

Fig. 2. Soil moisture map in Ethiopia in 2018. Mapping: GMT. Source: author
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Research tools
Mapping for all illustrations (Fig. 1–7) has
been done in Generic Mapping Tools (GMT)
cartographic scripting toolset. The GMT based
scripting approach applies the principle of
programming in terms of console-based
generating maps as an efficient cartographic
workflow that supports both numerical
modelling of the spatial datasets from the
tabular formats and aesthetic graphical drawing
of maps created for the environmental
monitoring of Ethiopia. The regional extent of
the study area was applied for Ethiopia, i.e.,
33°E to 48°E and 3°N and 15°N.
The data were modelled and interpolated
by raster grids using GMT. The datasets were
captured from the WorldClim and GEBCO
repositories with raster data and Digital Chart
of the World (DCW) with vector data for

clipping the country to highlight the study area.
The mapping process of the GMT based
scripting differs from designing a map using
Graphical User Interface (GUI) based
traditional GIS, such as ArcGIS or QGIS,
because the data processing is being performed
using script from a console. The mapping
includes technically comprehensive and
detailed visualization of the distribution of
continuous fields of data and categorical
environmental parameters in various vegetation
regions of Ethiopia.
The input raster images for each of the
maps (Fig. 2–7) was processed by a set of the
GMT modules where each one defines certain
map characteristics as described in existing
technical papers (Lemenkova, 2020b, 2021a,
2021b).

Fig. 3. Precipitation in Ethiopia in 2018. Mapping: GMT. Source: author
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The GMT 'pscoast' modules was used for
adding general cartographic elements (rivers
and country borders) and 'psscale' was used to
plot color explanation legend. The 'psbasemap'
module was used to plot a title and a
cartographic grid with graticule annotations
(here the flag '-Bpxg2f0.5a2 -Bpyg2f2a2 Bsxg1 -Bsyg1' for each map which shows
primary and secondary grid annotations and
intervals for the ticks).
To facilitate spatial comparison and
cartographic visualization, the maps of the
presented series (Fig. 1-7) were reconciled to
the Mercator projection and the same spatial
extent covering the country of Ethiopia (33°E–
48°E, 3°N–15°N). The output environmental
raster grids (Fig. 2-7) were recomputed by
GMT and the output graphics converted from
the PostScript (ps) format to the standard
graphical output (jpg) using the fine resolution
(720 dpi) as follows: 'gmt psconvert
ET_PDSI.ps -A0.5c -E720 -Tj -Z', keeping the
same criteria and layout sizes (5.5. inches) used
in the implementation of the topographic map
(Fig. 1.).
Cartographic coherency
The template draft of the GMT script
designed for all the seven maps of the thematic
series enabled visual cartographic coherency
for the overall compatibility of the maps. This
facilitated the comparative analysis of the
continuous fields represented on the maps.
Using identical coordinate extent, projection
and orientation enabled to compare how
differently the variability of the climate
parameters behaved with respect to the
topographic features of Ethiopia. The emphasis
of the cartographic visualization was on the
two steps in a technical mapping workflow:
i. how each flag within a GMT script
controls the appearance of the cartographic
elements (scale bar, grid image, rivers, DEM

hillshade of Ethiopia) and how color palettes
on all the maps within a map series;
ii. how sensitive the colour palettes are
to climate variability parameters (temperatures,
soil moisture, precipitation, PDSI values)
demonstrated on the maps.
Therefore, all seven maps were examined
how the symbolized environmental variables
TerraClimat datasets in one map worked
together with other maps of the presented series
to enable visual correlation, compatibility and
comparability of the maps. The template script
of GMT with identical coordinates and map
extent was applied for the 7 maps to ensure the
iterative technical process of mapping.
3. Results and discussion
The paper presented modelled, visualized
and mapped climate and topographic data
across the Ethiopia ranges. The data were
processed by the GMT methods to display
visual cartographic quality through the selected
colour palettes and vector properties (graticule,
text annotations, legend) and meet the map
purpose of modelling drought distribution,
while maintaining the environmental goals of
the research. The presented study had both
theoretical environmental and practical
cartographic goals. The environmental goal
was to develop a conceptual GMT-based
environmental analysis for visualization
methods to depict data on a series of climate
maps in general and the PDSI map in
particular. The practical cartographic goal was
to develop and present the cartographic
functionality of the GMT scripting tool as a
geoinformation visualization device and a
scripting framework used for climate datasets.
The geoinformatics and data science
approach has been taken to both goals using
technical functionality from cartographic
semantics and data processing, data
visualization and aesthetic design.
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In the study presented here, twofold
methods of data visualization were presented
for comparison of the topography and climate
variables of Ethiopia, mapped using GMT: i)
separable display of environmental variables
achieved through series of the separate seven
maps; ii) PDSI mapping demonstrating the
integral display of the drought parameters,
achieved through visualization of the complex
PDSI index of drought over Ethiopia.
The results present a series of seven new
maps based on the climatic data on Ethiopia,
visualized and interpreted alongside the
topography: 1) topography; 2) soil moisture; 3)
T °C minimum; 4) T °C maximum; 5) Wind

speed; 6) Precipitation; 7) Palmer Drought
Severity Index (PDSI). The maps visualize
meteorological and climate parameters for
ecological monitoring, assessment of climate
change, distribution and intensity of droughts.
The precipitation values (Fig. 3.) vary
from 0 to 211 mm according to the TerraClim
dataset checked up by GDAL. Although the
maximal values reach higher values, the mean
values dominating over the country are 5.167
(mainly light yellow color in Fig. 3.) and a
standards deviation (StdDev) is 11.294.

Fig. 4. T °C minimum (tmin) in Ethiopia in 2018. Mapping: GMT. Source: author
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According to the data inspection by
GDAL, there are three peaks of the higher
precipitation in Ethiopia, which location is
roughly corresponding to the topographic
heights: 1) the Ethopian Highlands; 2) Omo
and Mago National Parks; 3) Semien Mts
National Park where mean values of the

predominant precipitation values exceed 20
mm. Comparison of the presented figures
enables to see the variations of climate and
meteorological characteristics of the country
with main topographic features of Ethiopia.

Fig. 5. T °C maximum (tmax) in Ethiopia in 2018. Mapping: GMT. Source: author
The Tmin has values ranging from -1.8 °C to 24 °C, while the Tmax has values ranging from
14.4 °C to 40.2 °C with the maximal areas clearly visible in the SE region of the country and the
minimal values primarily concentrated along the Great Rift Valley. The selected color palette is
‘lapaz’ from the available choice of GMT. A similar pattern of the values distribution can be seen in
Figure 4 (Tmin colored by the color palette ‘imola’ of GMT) showing the lowest values in the Great
Rift Valley and over the Ethiopian Highlands (dark blue colors in Figure 4) and highest (up to 24
°C) in the NE region of the country.
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It has been observed that the wind speed
(Fig. 6.) well reflects the surface topography
very well with distribution of lower values (0
to 1 m/s, yellow color in Fig. 6.) being directed
almost in meridian direction which corresponds
to the general extent of the Ethiopian
In general, the wind speed has lower
values (0.5 to 2.0, which corresponds to the
yellow to light aquamarine colors in Fig. 6.) in
the depressions and topographic lowlands
while the lower speed is notable for the higher
elevations in the topographic landforms (2.0 to
4.5, which corresponds to the green colors and
hues in Fig. 6.). The highest values of the wind
speed (above 5.0 m/s) are notable along the
coasts of Somali (44.0°E–47.0°E).
Along the Ethiopian Highlands higher
values are demonstrated by the soil moisture
(Fig. 2.) which has the highest value of 180
(checked by ‘gdalinfo -stats et_soil.nc’)

Highlands (compare to Fig. 1.). According to
the data inspection (gdalinfo -stats et_ws.nc),
the minimum recorded is 0.100m/s, maximum
is 6.1 m/s. The wind speed increases strongly
in the depression area which forms a ‘delta’shaped form eastwards of the longitude 39.5°E.
decreasing towards the desert areas (Ogaden
Desert) representing the rocky and sandy nature
of the Triassic deposits. The mean value is
about 14.990, standard deviation (StdDev) is
20.056, according to the gdalinfo, which is
changing abruptly toward the eastern direction
along with the topography of the Ethiopian
Highlands (compare Fig. 1. to 2.). Another
region of higher values in soil moisture is
notable around the Awasa city on the right
flank off the Great Rift Valley (Fig. 1.) with
values in the interval 40–60 (blue colors in Fig.
2.).

Fig. 6. Wind speed in Ethiopia (2018). Data: TerraClimate. Mapping: GMT. Source: author
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The lowest values are notable in the
lowlands of the Yangudi Rassa National Park
and Semera. A comparison of the presented
maps – topographic elevation (Fig. 1.), soil
moisture (Fig. 2.), precipitation (Fig. 3.),
extremal temperature as minimal (Fig. 4.) and
maximal (Fig. 5.), wind speed (Fig. 6.) and the
PDSI (Fig. 7.)– at the area surface of Ethiopia,
shows a great agreement of the datasets
proving the dependence of the PDSI on
temperature,
precipitation,
soil-relief
parameters and geomorphology of the study
area.
The results show the lowest values of the
PDSI (-11.7, a moderately moist area) are
found in the NW region of Ethiopian
Highlands, while the highest values (2.3, an
extreme drought: orange to red colors in Fig.

7.), are recorded in the south-east off the
Ethiopian Highlands (compare Fig. 7. to 1.).
Fig. 4. and Fig. 5. are showing the extremal
values of the temperature (Fig. 4. for the
minimal and Fig. 5. for the maximal
temperature in 2018) have isolines remarkably
correlating to the topographic map (Fig. 1.)
with clearly visible ‘delta’-shaped depression
area NE to the Greate Rift Valley and the
Danakil Depression, where the temperature
patterns change accordingly following the
topographic relief patterns.
The application of GMT enabled to
produce multiple cartographic representations
of Ethiopia using several climate grids from a
single detailed repository of TerraClimate by
scripting approach from a GMT console.

Fig. 7. Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDSI) in Ethiopia. Mapping: GMT. Source: author
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Using GMT enables to produce a variety
of maps with different purposes, such as
geological, geomorphological, climate or
environmental maps as scripting method
rapidly processes multi-format raw data (IMG,
GRD, NetCDF) to high-quality finished
mapping outputs. The paper contrasts the
existing approaches of the traditional GIS by
using more sophisticated approach of GMT
based scripting and customized mapping goals
to visualization of the environmental
parameters of Ethiopia: temperature (minima
and maximal), soil moisture, wind speed,
topography and the PDSI values.
The
presented
results
explicitly
demonstrate the influence of the console-based
mapping on the cartographic output by
presenting high-quality aesthetic map layouts.
The paper shown the cartographic GMT based
scripting as an influencing technology that
amends cartographic workflow and affects
analytical
visualization of
maps
for
environmental analysis derived from a multisource datasets of TerraClimate aimed for
multi-purpose environmental and climate
assessment of Ethiopia. Comprehensive and
detailed maps of the environmental parameters,
climate elements and visualization of PDSI are
a valuable resource for researchers to assess
possible droughts in Ethiopia, a country with a
highly contrasting clime and topographic
setting.
Discussion
Mapping spatial data has been a subject of
longstanding interest in environmental and
climate studies,
judging by relevant
publications. Data visualization through
application of various GIS and methods of
cartographic data processing can effect changes
in visual understanding of the mapped
parameters, finding correlations between the
phenomena (precipitation, soil moisture,
temperature, PDSI) through analysis of their

logical topology, geometry and distribution of
the fields analyzed along with categorical
variables, thus most approaches of mapping are
designed to highlight depicted objects and
better visualize their characteristics. In the
presented multi-source data processing that
resulted in a series of maps, projection was preestablished and agreed as the same for all the
maps from the series, based on the principle of
the best look reflecting the extent and
topographic features of Ethiopia.
The guiding principle driving the presented
research is to produce a series of the seven new
thematic maps on climate settings of Ethiopia
with a special accent on PDSI.
While
preserving identity and logical consistency of
maps (projections, spatial extent, location) the
maps demonstrate different meteorological and
environmental variables over Ethiopia:
temperature, soil moisture, precipitation and
wind speed. This paper introduced a scripting
approach which largely contrasts with the
existing GIS-based mapping. Hence, the
literature review of the existing publications on
climate mapping of Ethiopia shown that the
solutions offered to visualize environmental
settings and map climate data (PDSI,
temperatures, soils moisture etc) have been
largely based on the traditional GIS approaches
(for instance, ArcGIS) while ignored other
cartographic approaches (scripting GMT tools).
The
synchronized
adjustment
of
cartographic symbols and elements has been
applied for standardization of the maps (Fig. 1.
to 7.) and achieving cartographic consistency.
Pairwise variation in visual categories of the
continuous fields using variability on color
palettes of temperatures (Fig. 4. and 5.),
environment (Fig. 1. and 2.), meteorology
(Fig. 3. and 7.) and climate (Fig. 4. and 6.)
resulted in multiple representations of their
elements as a conceptual approach of semantic
mapping applying geometric and graphical
multiplicities. The presented series of maps
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focused on the interaction between various
environmental, climate and topographic
features of Ethiopia aimed to demonstrate and
highlight strong correlation between the
topographic, climate and meteorological
processes, soil moisture and temperature
distribution over the area which is finally
reflected in PDSI. The map of PDSI,
generalizing
and
summarizing
the
environmental properties of the country
through the computed and visualized index,
effectively highlights the regions of Ethiopia
prone to drought.
Conclusions
The presented thematic maps of Ethiopia
are based on the visualization of the highresolution datasets used for interpretation of the
spatial distribution of droughts (PDSI) and
related
auxiliary
parameters
(extreme
temperatures (min/max), speed intensity,
precipitation, soil moisture, topography) in
Ethiopia. The links between the demonstrated
environmental and climatic components based
on visual comparison and overlay of the
cartographic
imprints
demonstrate
interrelations between these factors. The
correlations between the soil moisture,
precipitation, relief and temperatures point at
their environmental associations affecting
meteorological variables and drought that can
be useful in possible prognosis and modelling
of droughts. The cartographic series of the
thematic climatic and topographic maps
produced using identical spatial extent,
projection and view yet using a variety of color
palettes for each environmental variable can be
successfully used as a reliable source for
ecological monitoring in Ethiopia. In this way,
this paper contributes to the environmental
research of Ethiopia with a special focus and
detailed visualization of PDSI map for drought
modelling.

The demonstrated results show the
predominant distribution of the PDSI values
over the Ethiopia Highlands and mountainous
areas. The spatial distribution of the PDSI and
other climatic datasets covering Ethiopia (as on
2018) obtained as a result of the GMT based
mapping reflects the correlation with
topography as well as the effects of
temperature and precipitation on the variations
of the PDSI values. For instance, higher values
of the PDSI correlates well with distribution of
the areas of the prevailing winds with higher
speed. On the contrary, the lower values of the
PDSI (severe drought) are found on the sites
with low-speed winds. For climate and
environmental
research,
cartographic
visualization is a primary technical tool of data
processing used to identify geospatial clusters
and regular patterns of meteorological
continuous fields and to compare these features
with patterns of both topographic relief and
potential droughts based on PDSI map. Similar
situation can be seen on the comparison of
maps showing precipitation, temperature and
topography with the PDSI values over the
country. Thus, regions of higher precipitation
coincide with the areas of higher PDSI values
(that is, relatively moist regions), while lowlevel precipitation regions correlate with the
PDSI regions showing lower values (that is,
extreme drought). The relationship between the
occurrence of higher/lower temperature values
(min/max as for 2018) in Ethiopia and the
PDSI values has also been noticed by the
comparison of the respecting maps.
The generated maps are required by the
drought assessment and environmental monitoring
studies. These maps are proposed for the first time
on a GMT-based approach based on scripting
techniques and contribute to the existing studies
on environment and ecological monitoring of
Ethiopia with special focus on climate change,
problems of drought and crop harvest (Ntale and
Gan, 2003). A series of the climatic variables (soil
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moisture, extremal temperatures (T °C min; and T
°C max), wind speed, precipitation; PDSI) have
been visualized based on the existing datasets of
WorldClim using scripting approach of GMT to
show the reference of the climate to the
topographic setting in Ethiopia. The assumption
made is that the relief elevation, orientation and
steepness should be affecting these parameters and
which has been visualized on the series of maps
and discussed as interpretation of the map values.
A presented series of the GMT-based climate and
environmental maps associated with the PDSI
index of Ethiopia is useful as the base illustrations
in future similar research on the environmental
assessment and monitoring of the country.
Scripting
cartographic
concept
implemented in GMT enabled to find out
optimal cartographic solutions for data
visualization that support effective map
production workloads through minimizing
human-made
routine
and
increasing
automatization. Incorporating various multisource datasets into the map series, as
presented in this research, extends the range of
variables for a regional extent of Ethiopia,
which in turn increases the volume of
information to maintain analysis of correlation
between the climate and topographic
parameters for the environmental monitoring of
Ethiopia.
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Abstract: The poinsettias were cultivated years ago as medicinal and ornamental plants, too; but in the recent
time are in the light of world flower assortment surprising with new shapes and colors in the cold season.
The ornamental values of these plants are given by bracts which can have the same size as foliage leaves or
even larger. The tendency of floral industry consists in obtaining high quality ornamental plants with
superior marketable price. In these regards, the role of plant growth retardants in regulating the growth of
poinsettia is important to obtain healthy, compact bushes and extended decoration period. The aim of the
paper is to evaluate the effects of plant growth retardants on poinsettia. Five treatments with different
retardants were applied as drench or spray. In the experiment four replicates and a total of 144 poinsettias
were used. Treatments with paclobutrazol (60 mg/l sprayed), daminozide (2500 mg/l sprayed) and
chlormequat chloride (1000 mg/l sprayed), showed the best results in case of marketability.
Keywords: daminozide, drench, Euphorbia pulcherrima, paclobutrazol

1. Introduction
Poinsettia (Euphorbia pulcherrima Willd.
ex Klotzsch) (sin. Poinsettia pulcherrima
Willd. ex Klotzsch Graham, Euphorbia
erythrophylla Bertol.) belongs to the
Euphorbiaceae family. It is native in wet,
tropical areas and temperate, sub-tropical and
tropical climates (Carter, 2002; Niculescu,
2009).
Its ornamental value is given by the
modified leaves (bracts) that have the same size

as foliage leaves or sometimes even larger. The
male and female flowers are forming the
cyathia, which is surrounded by bracts. The
color of more than 100 cultivars bracts varies
between red, pink, white, cream, pale yellow,
orange, pale green, and marbled/variegated
bracts (Delavie et al., 2004; Schmidt, 2010;
Deardorff and Wadsworth, 2016) dominating
the red cultivars with 70-75% of world
production.
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The red color of poinsettia is due to
anthocyanins, while the white varieties acquire
their color by the anthocyanin content
decreasement from vacuoles (Slatnar et al.,
2013).
Since the spread of flowering timing, the
role of plant growth retardants has increased.
Controlling the growth of poinsettias can
causes difficulties for growers because without
the use of appropriate methods, these plants can
grow too tall in greenhouses (Oszkóné et al.,
1979; Faust et al., 2001). Influencing stem
elongation is critical to successful commercial
cultivation, because of the market demands
(Lewis et al., 2004). The reduction of stem
elongation can be achieved with plant growth
retardants (PGR’s) (Batelja et al., 2010).
Most growth retardants inhibit the
biosynthesis of gibberellin (GA). A very
popular growth retardant that inhibits the GA
biosynthesis is daminozide (Batelja et al.,
2010). Daminozide reduces the size of plant
cells, thus shortening the length of the stem. It
also inhibits the growth of the apical meristem,
causing the plant to branch more and form
more flowers on them (Bailey and Whipker,
1998). The treated plants grow strong roots,
thus making better use of the soil's water
supply and the nutrients. At the same time,
daminozide increases chlorophyll production in
the treated plant, causing the leaves to turn into
a darker green color. Another useful growth
retardant is chlormequat-chloride, which also
blocks GA biosynthesis in the triazole process
(Oszkóné et al., 1979). As a result of CCC
treatment, the internode extensions are
shortened, and the longitudinal growth of the
plant is reduced. The agent accelerates
flowering and intensifies the color of true
leaves and bracts. By mixing these two
materials (daminozide and chlormequatchloride), the stem elongation was effectively
reduced through the synergistic effect of the
combination of the two (Oszkóné et al., 1979;

Gibson et al., 2003). The biggest problem with
using these materials is finding a method that
has consistently effective results (Batelja et al.,
2010).
Another
growth
inhibitor
(paclobutrazol) is also effective on stem
elongation but can also reduce the size of bracts
too much in case of excessive use (Niu et al.,
2002). Paclobutrazol applied at the end of
October has the least risk for affecting bract
size according to an experiment made with
“Freedom Red” poinsettia (Faust et al., 2001).
Paclobutrazol (PBZ) has a strong growth
inhibitory effect on a wide range of plants,
inducing physiological changes including a
decrease in gibberellin and sterol biosynthesis,
increasing chlorophyll concentration and
delaying aging due to increased endogenous
cytokine levels (Niu et al., 2002). Maximum
reduction in height and size of bracts was
obtained when the paclobutrazol treatment was
applied immediately after short days (Niu et al.,
2002). The use of the agent, 3 weeks after the
appearance of the colored bracts, did not affect
the plant height and the bract area, regardless
of the method or concentration used (Niu et al.,
2002).
In the production of potted plants, a
number of growth regulators can be used to
adjust the size of the plant and this can be
especially helpful after using excessive growth
retardants (Runkle et al., 2005). Gibberellic
acids have a growth-promoting effect and
cytokinin’s have a cell division-enhancing and
branching-stimulating effect. By using growth
regulators, leaf yellowing can be prevented, the
size, number and lifespan of the flower can be
increased (Runkle et al., 2005).
The aim of the experiment was to evaluate
the effects of plant growth retardants on
poinsettias. In addition, another desire of this
research was to develop a cultivation
technology that results in healthy and attractive
plants which meets the market demands.
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2. Materials and methods
The experiment was performed in a tunnelbased greenhouse with a double inflated foil
cover in Transylvanian region. The height of
the greenhouse was 5 meters, and the
ventilation was provided by an automated roof
ventilator. The cultivation tables were 2 m wide
and 22 m long, on which the plants were
irrigated constantly, the moisture and humidity
was ensured (75% average air humidity, 20°C
average temperature). The heating of the
greenhouse was operated by a central heating
system implemented through a pipe system
under the tables. Monofactorial experiments

were set with six different treatments applied
with four replicates on six plants/treatment. In
case of each replicates 6 plants did not receive
any treatment and were kept as control (Table
1.). In the experiment a total of 144 cuttings
were used belonging to the “Christmas
Feeling” variety, purchased from the German
company Elsner PAC Vertriebsgesellschaft
mbH. The plants arrived on July 11. Potting up
took place on July 12. To eliminate the
possibility of infections various pesticides
(Actara 25 WG, Dimilin 25 WP and Topsin
500 SC) were used. The method and time of
application of the growth retardants are
summarized in Table 2.

Table 1. Different treatments applied in the experiment
Experimental
variants
V1 (control)

Commercial
name
-

V2

Alar + Cycocel

V3

Bonzi

V4

Bonzi

V5

Bonzi

V6

Bonzi

Active ingredient
(according to label)
daminozide and
chlormequat
(DAM + CCC)
paclobutrazol
(PBZ 10 mg/l)
paclobutrazol
(PBZ 1 mg/l)
paclobutrazol
(PBZ 60 mg/l)
paclobutrazol
(PBZ 30 mg/l)

Observations
used one time
used one time
marked with D1
used two times
marked with D2
used one time
marked with S1
used two times
marked with S2

Table 2. Growth retardants used in the experiment
Application time

Method of application

Dosage

17. Aug

Spray-first time

S1: 60 mg/l

17. Aug

Spray-first time

S2: 30 mg/l

29. Aug

Spray-second time

S2: 30 mg/l

17. Aug

Drench-first time

D1: 10 mg/l

17. Aug

Drench-first time

D2: 1 mg/l.

29. Aug

Drench-second time

D2: 1 mg/l

DAM+CCC -2500 mg/l
+1000 mg/l
Abbreviations: DAM + CCC - daminozide and chlormequat

17. Aug

Spray-first time
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Overall, the plants were examined at five
different times (August, September, October
and two times in December) and the following
parameters were determined: plant height (cm),
red bracts number, bracts length and width,
total number of shoots, and the EC value. The
recorded data concerning the influence of
different growth regulators on development of
Poinsettia “Christmas Feeling” cultivar was
statistically interpreted with the Mann-Whitney
test, worked out as average values per variant.

1xSpray DAM+CCC
1xDrench PBZ 10 mg/l
2xSpray PBZ 30 mg/l

3. Results and discussion
The plant height and the bract area of
poinsettias sprayed with paclobutrazol 60 mg/l
(S1) were significantly different from the
control plants, they were more marketable.
Plants sprayed with DAM+CCC and PBZ 30
mg/l x 2 were near the same height with the
plants treated with PBZ 60 mg/l treatment, no
significant differences were found. The
significantly lowest plant heights (Fig. 1./ Fig.
3.) were measured in case of paclobutrazol 10
mg/l and 1 mg/l drenched.
Control
1xDrench PBZ 1 mg/l
1xSpray PBZ 60 mg/l

Plant height (cm)

a
25

b
b
b

20

15

c
c

10

5
17 August

7 September

2 October

11 December

Fig. 1. Plant height at different measurement times and under different treatments. (Mann-Whitney
test p<0.05). Different letters means statistical significant differences.
In case of the number of red bracts no
significant differences were found between the
control plants and the sprayed ones with PBZ
(60 mg/l and 30 mg/l) and DAM+CCC. The
lowest result was obtained with the PBZ 10
mg/l treatment which significantly differed
from the other treatments. The poinsettias
treated with PBZ 60 mg/l where the most

marketable after visual examination because of
the number of red bracts, the size of these
bracts and the size of the plants (Fig. 2. / Fig.
3. / Fig. 4.).
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Fig. 2. Number of red bracts under different treatments (Mann-Whitney test p<0.05). Different
letters means statistical significant differences.

Fig. 3. Multiplication of the length and width of the three largest bract from each treatment (MannWhitney test p<0.05). Different letters means statistical significant differences.

The multiplication of the length and width
of 3 selected bracts (the largest bracts) from
each treatment were measured. Statistical
differences were found between the sprayed
plants with PBZ (60mg/l and 30mg/l) and the
control plants. The lowest result was obtained
with the drench of PBZ 10 mg/l which
statistically differed from all treatments. The
result of the DAM+CCC treatment was nearly
the same as the PBZ treatment. The best result
was obtained with the PBZ 60 mg/l treatment
(Fig. 2. / Fig. 3. / Fig. 4.).

Treatments with PBZ 60 mg/l and
daminozide and chlormequat chloride at
concentration of 2500 mg/l: 1000 mg/l showed
the best results in case of marketability. Same
results were found in another two experiment
made with poinsettia “Freedom Red” and
“Freedom” (Faust et al., 2001; Niu et al.,
2002).
All growth retardant treatments decreased
the height of poinsettias and the anthesis was
delayed by the daminozide and chlormequat
chloride (DAM+CCC) treatment (Bailey and
Miller, 1991).
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The drenched plants with paclobutrazol 10
mg/l and paclobutrazol 1 mg/l excessively
stopped the longitudinal growth of poinsettias
and drastically reduced the height, bract size
and internodes-length (Faust et al., 2001).
These plants may have an increased rate of
botrytis infection because of the reduction of
height, bract area and compact size. The final
plant height was around 5.5 cm shorter for
DAM+CCC treatments, compared to the

control, and varied between 7.5 and 15 cm in
case of paclobutrazol treatments. According to
Lewis et al., (2004) the obtained results were
the same.
The combination of chlormequat chloride
and daminozide treatment did not cause
phytotoxic symptoms on poinsettias, neither
when they were drenched or sprayed, which
coincides with the results of the experiment
made by Batelja et al. (2010).

Fig. 4. Poinsettias treated with different PGR’s at the end of the experiment.
Conclusions
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Abstract: Pseudomonas aeruginosa and Staphylococcus aureus are known as important nosocomial
infectious agents also their co-infections are commonly seen in some patient groups. It is well known that
host factors such as hormones have roles in modulation of growth, pathogenesis and susceptibilities to
antimicrobials. In our study, the influences of norepinephrine (NE) and melatonin (MEL) on antibiotic
susceptibilities were examined in mono and co-culture conditions. Methicilin resistant Staphylococcus
aureus (MRSA) ATCC 43300 and Pseudomonas aeruginosa ATCC 27853 were investigated to determine
the minimum inhibitory concentrations (MIC) and minimum bactericidal concentrations (MBC) of
ciprofloxacin and gentamicin in the absence/presence of NE (0.0017 and 0.04μg/mL) and MEL (6 and 60
pg/mL) by microdilution method in mono and co-culture. It was found that hormones decreased (among 2-64
fold) MIC and MBC values of both antibiotics for MRSA. However, it was shown that hormones had no
effect on MIC values of both antibiotics for P. aeruginosa. MIC and MBC values of both antibiotics for coculture were found to be reduced compared to monoculture of MRSA; were found to be increased compared
to monoculture of P. aeruginosa. Whereas, hormones decreased MIC values of both antibiotics in co-culture
conditions. Our results suggest that both hormones decreased MIC values and it seems that hormones could
influence antibiotic susceptibilities in a strain-dependent manner.
Keywords: Pseudomonas aeruginosa and Staphylococcus aureus mono and co-culture, norepinephrine,
melatonin, MIC, MBC, gentamicin, ciprofloxacin, antibiotic susceptibility

1. Introduction
It is well known that methicilin resistant
Staphylococcus
aureus
(MRSA)
and
Pseudomonas aeruginosa are the most
common hospital-acquired infectious agents;
and their co-infections are very prevalent and
harmful in some clinical outcomes such as
cystic fibrosis, chronic wound infections,
ulcers, surgical site infections (Dalton et al.,
2011; DeLeon et al., 2014; Murray et al., 2014;
Nguyen and Oglesby-Sherrouse, 2016; Briaud

et al., 2020b). In recent years, there are many
studies focusing on alterations of biological
properties of P. aeruginosa and S. aureus when
they are co-existed (Yang et al., 2011; Kim et
al., 2015; Ping et al., 2017; Alves et al., 2018;
Kahl, 2018; Wijesinghe et al., 2019; Briaud et
al., 2020b; Yung et al., 2021); also for
treatment of these complex infections,
development of some alternative treatment
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strategies are gained importance (Kahl, 2018;
Yung et al., 2021).
On the other hand, many studies have
shown the effects of host hormones, as
environmental factors in the host body, on
bacterial physiology during the infectious
processes (Plotkin and Viselli, 2000; Plotkin et
al., 2003; Lyte Mark, 2010; Lyte, Mark, Cryan,
2014; Gumus et al., 2017; Gümüş et al., 2019;
Gonçalves et al., 2020; Boukerb et al., 2021;
Engelsöy et al., 2021). These studies
highlighted a new concept which is known as
microbial endocrinology, a bi-directional
interaction between host and microbe through
interkingdom
signaling
based
on
neuroendocrine factors of human and sensor
molecules of microorganisms (Lyte Mark,
2010; Lyte, Mark, Cryan, 2014). According to
previous studies, microorganisms sense and
respond to hormones and regulate their selfgrowth, virulence, antimicrobial susceptibilities
(Freestone et al., 2007; Fteita et al., 2014;
Sandrini et al., 2014; Yang et al., 2014; Gumus
et al., 2017; Gümüş et al., 2019; Truccollo et
al., 2020; Engelsöy et al., 2021; Lyte et al.,
2021).
From past to present, most of these studies
focused on the interactions between
norepinephrine and microorganisms (Belay et
al., 2003; Bansal et al., 2007; Freestone et al.,
2007; Lyte Mark, 2010; Yang et al., 2014;
Lyte, Mark, Cryan, 2014; Sandrini et al., 2014;
Xu et al., 2015; Bearson, 2016; Boyanova,
2017; Gümüş et al., 2019; Truccollo et al.,
2020; Lucca et al., 2020). It has been reported
that norepinephrine affects the behaviors of
microorganisms via regulating iron accessing
and/or triggers of norepinephrine-induced autoinducers production (Freestone et al., 2007; Li
W, Lyte M, Freestone PP, Ajmal A, ColmerHamood J, 2009; Lyte Mark, 2010; Lyte, Mark,
Cryan, 2014; Sandrini et al., 2014).
Another mammalian hormone melatonin,
have a capacity of binding some metal

molecules, such as iron, zinc and copper; it was
hypothesized that in this way, melatonin
influences
microorganism’
cytoplasmic
regulation (Zhou et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2020;
He et al., 2021).
In the present study, we aimed to
investigate the roles of norepinephrine (NE)
and melatonin (MEL) on antimicrobial
susceptibilities
of
methicillin-resistant
Staphylococcus aureus and Pseudomonas
aeruginosa in single and co-culture conditions.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1 Bacteria
We investigated the susceptibilities of
MRSA ATCC 43300 and P. aeruginosa ATCC
27853 to ciprofloxacin (CIP) and gentamicin
(GN) in the presence/absence of NE and MEL
using the microdilution method.
2.2 Hormones
We examined two concentrations of
norepinephrine (LNE: 0.0017 and HNE:
0.04μg/mL)] and melatonin (LMEL: 6 and
HMEL: 60 pg/mL) according to their
physiological blood levels.
2.3 Antibiotics, Determination of Minimum
Inhibition Concentrations (MIC)
MRSA and P. aeruginosa were grown in
Mueller Hinton broth at 37 °C for 24 hours to
provide overnight culture. The initial
concentrations of bacteria were arranged to
approximately 107 CFU/mL. Minimum
inhibition concentrations were determined by
microdilution method. To obtain a co-culture
condition, MRSA and P. aeruginosa were
added into the same well simultaneously.
Two-fold serial concentrations were
prepared between 2.5- 1280 μg/mL for
ciprofloxacin and gentamicin in 96-well plates.
(CLSI, 2021) CIP and GN were selected
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because they are broad-spectrum antibiotics
and used widely.
Hormones (20 µL) and bacteria (as cocultured or separately) (20 µL) were added to
wells. The plates were incubated at 37 °C for
24 hours to examine whether the presence of
hormones could influence the MIC values.
MIC values were considered as the lowest
concentration of the antimicrobial agent which
inhibited the growth of the microorganism. The
experiments were repeated three times
independently and all conditions were analyzed
twice.
2.4 The Determination of Minimum
Bactericidal Concentrations (MBC)
After determining MIC values, 10µl of the
contents was aspirated from the wells which
showed no growth according to MIC results
and inoculated on Mueller Hinton Agar. The
plates were incubated at 37 °C for 24 hours.
The plates were examined for the
presence/absence of the growth of the bacteria.

The MBC values were determined as the
lowest concentration of the antimicrobial agent
which inhibits the growth of bacteria.
3. Results
In our study, the effects of hormones on
MIC values of ciprofloxacin and gentamicin for
MRSA and P. aeruginosa were determined
separately and together.
MIC and MBC values of ciprofloxacin and
gentamicin for MRSA were 320 and 160
µg/ml, respectively without hormones. As
shown in Table 1, hormones decreased the
MIC values of both ciprofloxacin and
gentamicin for MRSA strain. The alterations of
MIC values were almost 2-64 fold. Although
MBC values of gentamicin were found to be
reduced in the presence of hormones,
ciprofloxacin did not change except for high
concentrations of melatonin.

Table 1. MIC and MBC values of ciprofloxacin and gentamicin (µg/ml) for MRSA with and
without hormones
Antibiotics

without
hormones

HNE

HMEL

LNE

LMEL

MIC values
160
80
160
80
≤2.5
≤2.5
≤2.5
≤2.5
MBC values
320
320
160
320
320
Ciprofloxacin
160
≤2.5
20
10
≤2.5
Gentamicin
HNE: high norepinephrine, LNE: low norepinephrine, HMEL: high melatonin, LMEL: low melatonin
Ciprofloxacin
Gentamicin

320
160

Table 2. MIC and MBC values of ciprofloxacin and gentamicin (µg/ml) for P. aeruginosa with and
without hormones
Antibiotics

without
hormones

HNE

2.5
2.5

2.5
2.5

HMEL

LNE

LMEL

2.5
2.5

2.5
2.5

MIC values
Ciprofloxacin
Gentamicin

2.5
2.5

MBC values
2.5
2.5
2.5
5
2.5
Ciprofloxacin
2.5
2.5
2.5
5
2.5
Gentamicin
HNE: high norepinephrine, LNE: low norepinephrine, HMEL: high melatonin, LMEL: low melatonin
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Table 3. MIC and MBC values of ciprofloxacin and gentamicin (µg/ml) for MRSA+ P. aeruginosa
in co-culture conditions with and without hormones
Antibiotics

without
hormones

HNE

20
40

10
2.5

HMEL

LNE

LMEL

5
2.5

2.5
2.5

MIC values
Ciprofloxacin
Gentamicin

2.5
2.5
MBC values

40
160
2.5
40
40
Ciprofloxacin
40
2.5
2.5
5
5
Gentamicin
HNE: high norepinephrine, LNE: low norepinephrine, HMEL: high melatonin, LMEL: low melatonin

MIC and MBC values of ciprofloxacin and
gentamicin for P. aeruginosa were determined
as 2.5 µg/ml without hormones. No alterations
were found in MIC and MBC values of
ciprofloxacin and gentamicin. On the other
hand, the presence of norepinephrine at low
concentration was found to be 2-fold increased
the MBC values of both antibiotics (Table 2).
In our study, we also examined MIC and
MBC values of antibiotics in co-culture
conditions with and without hormones. In the
absence of hormones, MIC values of
ciprofloxacin and gentamicin were determined
as 20 and 40 µg/ml, respectively; MBC values
of both antibiotics were determined as 40
µg/ml. Furthermore, it was found that
hormones decreased (2-16 fold) MIC values of
both antibiotics and MBC value of gentamicin
was found to be reduced (8-16 fold) in the
presence of hormones, in co-culture conditions.
Whereas high melatonin decreased MIC value
of ciprofloxacin, high norepinephrine increased
it. There was no alteration of MIC values of
ciprofloxacin in the presence of low hormone
concentrations (Table 3).
As clearly seen in Table 1 and Table 2,
MIC and MBC values of antibiotics for
monoculture were found to be changed
compared to co-culture conditions. MIC values
of ciprofloxacin and gentamicin (320 and 160
µg/ml, respectively) for S. aureus-monoculture
were found to be reduced (ciprofloxacin and
gentamicin were 20 and 40 µg/ml) compared to

co-culture conditions. Similarly, MBC values
of both antibiotics (ciprofloxacin and
gentamicin were 320 and 160 µg/ml) decreased
for S. aureus strain compared to co-cultures’
MBC values (ciprofloxacin and gentamicin
were 40 µg/ml) (Table 1). On the other hand, it
was found that MIC and MBC values of
ciprofloxacin and gentamicin (2.5 µg/ml) for
monocultures of P. aeruginosa were found to
be increased compared to co-culture conditions
(Table 2).
4. Discussions
Lyte and Ernst introduced the concept of
microbial endocrinology, a bi-directional
interaction between host and microbe through
interkingdom
signaling
based
on
neuroendocrine factors of human and sensor
molecules of microorganisms which have
coexisted and known each other for millions of
years (Lyte M and Ernst S., 1992; Sharaff and
Freestone, 2011). Since then, many studies
have shown the effects of host hormones, as
environmental factors in the host body, on
bacterial physiology during the infectious
processes (Kornman and Loesche, 1982;
Plotkin and Viselli, 2000; Lyte Mark, 2010;
Alves et al., 2014; Gumus et al., 2017; Gümüş
et al., 2019; Truccollo et al., 2020; Vidaillac et
al., 2020; Engelsöy et al., 2021).
Beyond many physiological features of
bacteria, antibiotic susceptibility can also be
modulated by hormones helping bacteria for
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better growth recovery following antibiotic
treatment. Freestone et al., 2012 have indicated
that P. aeruginosa exposed to sub-inhibitory
concentrations of tobramycin in serum-SAPI
medium still growth when NE was added. This
effect has also been observed in S. epidermidis
(Freestone et al., 2016). Ambrose et al., 2018
concluded that NE in combination with
levofloxacin increased the rate of Escherichia
coli replication provides an opportunity to
enhance the bactericidal effect. On the
contrary, it was reported that NE markedly
decreased antibacterial activity of tigecycline
against
multidrug-resistant
Acinetobacter
baumanii strain, but had only a slight effect on
the activity of colistin (Inaba et al., 2016).
A mammalian hormone, melatonin (MEL)
plays roles as antioxidant, anti-inflammatory,
and immunomodulatory; there is a limited
number of studies about the possible effects of
MEL on microbial behaviors (Tekbas et al.,
2008; Bishayi et al., 2016; Zhou et al., 2016;
Lee et al., 2018, 2020; Chen et al., 2019;
Ganganna et al., 2021). Wiid et al., 1999
suggested that for the treatment of tuberculosis,
dosing isoniazid simultaneous with MEL
provides at least a threefold increase in the
efficacy of the drug in-vitro. Kilinçel et al.,
2019 observed similar results for antifungals
against Candida species; they have shown that
MEL in combination with antifungals reduces
the MIC values of antifungals. Liu et al., 2020
determined that MEL exhibits synergistic
activity with colistin against resistant
pathogens both in-vitro and in-vivo.
Consistent with earlier studies as
mentioned above, in our study, we found that
NE and MEL, each at two different
concentrations, decreased MIC values of
ciprofloxacin and gentamicin, and decreased
MBC value of gentamicin for MRSA strain.
However, MBC value of ciprofloxacin was
found to be reduced in the presence of only
MEL at high concentration.

For P. aeruginosa, there wasn’t any
difference in antibiotic’s MICs. For MBC of
both antibiotics, only an increasing was found
to be detected in the presence of NE at low
concentration. Considering these results,
indicating possible effects of hormones on
antimicrobial
susceptibility
depend
on
hormones’ concentrations, antibiotics and
bacterial species tested.
MRSA and P. aeruginosa are commonly
identified as causative agents of polymicrobial
infections.
Antibacterial
treatment
of
polymicrobial infections can be a challenge,
thus there are many studies investigating
microbial behaviors and interactions during the
polymicrobial infectious processes of S. aureus
and P. aeruginosa (Beaudoin et al., 2017; Orazi
and O’Toole, 2017; Radlinski et al., 2017;
Tognon et al., 2017; Alves et al., 2018; Kahl,
2018; Briaud et al., 2019, 2020a; Orazi G,
Jean-Pierre F, 2020; Yung et al., 2021; Camus
et al., 2021).
Although the pathogens are studied in pure
culture, it is well known that microorganisms
within diverse communities are actively
responding to each other. These interactions
between species can affect pathogenic
behaviors such as virulence, biofilm formation
and antibiotic tolerance (Korgaonkar et al.,
2013; Vega et al., 2013; Briaud et al., 2019,
2020b). Therefore, our study was carried out to
assess antibiotic susceptibilities of MRSA and
P. aeruginosa against ciprofloxacin and
gentamicin also in co-culture conditions.
Whereas, MIC and MBC values of both
antibiotics for co-culture were found to be
reduced compared to monoculture of MRSA;
were found to be increased compared to
monoculture of P. aeruginosa.
There are many studies examining possible
mechanisms of alterations in antibiotic
susceptibilities in microbial co-existence
(Michelsen et al., 2014; Beaudoin et al., 2017;
Radlinski et al., 2017; Briaud et al., 2019;
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Trizna et al., 2020; Dehbashi et al., 2021). In
such a study, it was shown that antibiotic
resistance
increased
via
composing
polymicrobial biofilm (Beaudoin et al., 2017).
In another study, it was found that S. aureus
co-cultured with P. aeruginosa in a wound-like
medium, had higher tolerance to tetracycline
and gentamicin compared to its single species
culture but tolerance to ciprofloxacin was
reported to be not changed. Besides, the
antibiotic tolerance of P. aeruginosa was not
changed (DeLeon et al., 2014). Although has
not been clarified the specific mechanism,
some authors suggested that excreted enzymes
of P. aeruginosa could produce several
aminoglycoside-modifying enzymes (Poole,
2005; DeLeon et al., 2014), which could have
inactivated the gentamicin in the co-culture
which protects both species.
All these kinds of studies suggest that
today, to manage antibiotic resistance, a global
health concern, inter-kingdom interactions can
be used as a target for new antibacterial
therapeutics.
It is still unclear whether NE and MEL
have some effects on antibiotic susceptibilities
of co-cultured microorganisms. To our
knowledge, this is the first report aimed to
investigate the effects of hormones on
microbial behaviors in co-culture conditions.
We found that hormones decreased MIC values
when bacteria were grown together. While
MBC values of both antibiotics were reduced
in the presence of MEL at high concentrations,
MBC value of ciprofloxacin was increased in
the presence of a high level of NE. On the other
hand, low levels of hormones did not affect
MBC values of ciprofloxacin. All hormones
also decreased MBC values of gentamicin.

Conclusions
In conclusion, our study clearly indicated
that, NE and MEL affect antibiotic
susceptibilities of MRSA and P. aeruginosa
strains in mono and co-culture. These possible
effects of hormones on bacterial susceptibilities
are needed to be investigated furtherly,
especially which could be useful for developing
new approaches for the treatment of infectious
diseases.
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Abstract: Romania's medicinal flora is an important source of raw material for pharmacological research and
drug production. By consulting the pharmacological literature on authenticated scientific sources such as
Google Scholar, 15 species of medicinal plants existing in the Romanian flora, but not used in the traditional
Romanian medicine, were identified. In accordance with the World Health Organization's call on all
countries to use traditional medicine in primary care, we set out to help complete the list of medicinal plants
in Romania using information from traditional medicine in other countries.
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1. Introduction
From the beginning of the appearance of
man on Earth, plants have been used as food,
shelter and sources of natural substances
prepared for the treatment of diseases that
occur during life.
How they discovered medicinal plants? By
observing
nature,
understanding
the
connections between plants and animals,
between climate and plants. Thus, they
observed that animals preferred certain species
while they were sick, that birds consumed only
certain fruits that were edible.
The number of flowering plant species
used for medicinal purposes today reached
50,000 out of a total of 422,127 known
flowering plant species (Govaert, 2001,
Schippman et al., 2002).
Romania has a rich vegetation and flora
and is the only country that has 5 of the 11

biogeographical
regions
of
Europe,
respectively the steppe, pontic, panonic,
continental, alpine region. Of the 3700
spontaneous species in Romania (Ciocârlan,
2009), over 756 species of medicinal plants are
identified, of which 126 species are included on
the Red List of Superior Plants, and for 122
species the collection is prohibited (Bujorean,
1936; Butura, 1979; Dihoru and Boruz, 2014).
Some of the medicinal species are
collected and marketed for the extraction of
various types of biologically active substances.
Some of these are relatively well known by the
inhabitants of Romania, but species with
medicinal potential must be identified
taxonomically only by botanists.
In accordance with the urging of the
World Health Organization to all countries to
use traditional medicine in primary care (WHO
50
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1987), we set out to help complete the list of
medicinal plants in Romania using information
from traditional medicine of other countries.
The species mentioned in the study are
mostly Eurasian phytogeographic element
which explains the presence and knowledge of
these species as medicinal plants in countries
like Iraq, Iran, Bangladesh and India.
2. Materials and methods
The
existing
ethno-pharmaceutical
literature was consulted on authenticated
scientific sources such as Google Scholar
which often provides links to full text PDF file
about the medicinal species used by traditional
and modern medicine.
The consultation of the literature allowed
the identification of the medicinal species used
in other countries and existing in the Romanian
flora but not used.

3. Results and discussion
We specify the species of plants from the
Romanian flora that are used in the traditional
medicine of other countries but not known as
medicinal plants in our country.
There were found 15 species of unused
medicinal cormophytes in Romania.
Among these species Amaranthus viridis is
rare, Sisymbrium irio is very rare, Pinguicula
alpina is sporadic, Ranunculus thora is
european endemit.
These species grow in different habitats
distributed from the steppe to the alpine
meadows, classified in 12 botanical families.
The Asteraceae family contains 3 species, the
Brassicaceae and Ranunculaceae families
contain 2 species and the other families have
one species each.
The species mentioned in this study are
traditionally used in diseases of the auditory,
digestive, respiratory system, nervous system,
lipid metabolism, in the elimination of
intestinal parasites etc. (Table 1).

Table 1. Cormophytes from the Romanian flora known as medicinal plants in the traditional
medicine of other countries
Current Scientific name;
Nr.
Vernacular name (Local
name), Family;
phytosociological taxon
1.
Allium scorodoprasum;
Aiul șarpelui;
Liliaceae;
Prunion
spinosae; Ulmenion
2.
Amaranthus
viridis;
Amaranthaceae

Part Used

Preparation Uses/ailments
ameliorated

References

Bulbils and Plant is
leaves
eaten raw

Antihypertensive,
high cholesterol

Hayta et al.,
2014

Whole plant

Amenorrhoea,
menorrhagia,
haemoptysis,
bleeding ulcer
Asthma, spasms and
nervous diseases,
jaundice, antiinflammatory to
toothache

Qureshi et
al., 2008

3.

Artemisia scoparia;
Whole plant
Pelin de mături;
Asteraceae;
Festucion
valesiacae

4.

Brasica rapa;
Seeds
Rapița
Brassicaceae;

Potherbs

Decoction

Powdered
Oil (Warm)

Skin diseases
Applied externally,
ear drop, sciatica

Qureshi et
al., 2008

Semwal et
al., 2010
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5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

Chenopodietalia albi
Carduus nutans L. subsp. Aerial parts
nutans;
Ciulin;
Asteraceae; Onopordion
Elaeagnus angustifolia; s Fruit and
Sălcioară;
seed
Elaeagnaceae
Falcaria vulgaris;
Dornic;
Apiaceae;
ConvolvioAgropyrion
Gentiana acaulis;
Cupe;
Gentianaceae; Potentillo
ternatae-Nardion
Oxalis
corniculata;
Oxalidaceae;
LolioPlantaginion
Pinguicula
alpina;
Lentibulariaceae;
Caricetalia davallianae
Phlomis herba-venti ssp.
pungens;
Scorogoi;
Lamiaceae;
Festucion
valesiacae
Ranunculus
thora;
Ranunculaceae;
Seslerion bielzii
Sisymbrium
irio;
Brassicaceae; Sisymbrion

Infusion

Sedative,
gastrointestinal
disorders

Hayta et al.,
2014

Powdered

Diarrhoea and
osteoporosis (oral)

Naghibi et
al., 2014

Leaf

Powdered

Wounds

Naghibi et
al., 2014

Roots

Decoction

Gastrointestinal
disorders

Vitalini et
al., 2009

Leaves

Extract

Semwal et
al., 2010

Leaves

Juice

Open sores,
pimples, skin
disease
External use:
wound, cut healing

Aerial parts

Infusion

Anthelmintic,
stomach-ache

Mirdeilami
et al., 2011

Leaves

Fresh put on
the painful
part
Infusion

Arthritis,
rheumatism, antiinflammatory
Throat and chest
infections,
expectorant
stimulant and
antiseptic
Cough, bronchitis,
asthma. Phthisis.
jaundice
Diaphoretic and
intestinal pain

Vitalini et
al., 2009

Leaves,
seeds

Sonchus
arvensis; Whole plant
Asteraceae;
Chenopodietalia albi
Viola biflora;
Fruit
Toporași galbeni;
Violaceae;
Cystopteridion

In traditional medicine, the use of
medicinal plants is based on observations and
empirical knowledge. For some of the 15
species mentioned in our list, the medicinal
properties are confirmed by laboratory
research.
Falcaria vulgaris is a Eurasian
phytogeographic element, a segetal, ruderal and

Infusion

Capsule
paste

Vitalini et
al., 2009

Qureshi et
al., 2008

Qureshi et
al., 2008
Semwal et
al., 2010

frequent species from the plain to the storey of
the oak. Powder of Falcaria vulgaris showed
gastroprotective effect of against ethanolinduced ulcers (it is a rich source of tannins and
ascorbic acid) (Khazaei and Salehi, 2006).
Carduus nutans. subsp. nutans is a
Eurasian phytogeographic element, frequent
from the plain to the storey of the beech. It is
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used to treat throat cancer (contain significant
amount of polyphenols and flavonoids) (Bozyel
et al., 2019).
Allium scorodoprasum is a central
European phytogeographic element, frequent
from the forest-steppe to the storey of the oak.
Methanol extract of A. scorodoprasum has
important antioxidant capacity (contain phenols
and flavonoids) (Mitic et al., 2014).
Sisymbrium irio is a Mediterranean
phytogeographic element, ruderal species, rare,
in the counties of Mures, Alba, Prahova,
Vaslui, Neamt, Iasi (Sârbu et al., 2013). Crude
extracts of the seeds were tested for antipyretic,
analgesic and antimicrobial effects (Hailu et al.,
2019)
Amaranthus viridis, rare species identified
in Constanta County (Sârbu et al., 2013),
adventitious, origin South America. This
species has the potential to treat diabetes
mellitus and complications owing to its
antidiabetic and antihyperlipidemic effect
(contain phytoconstituents like steroids,
alkaloids,
glycosides,
flavonoids,
carbohydrates, amino acids, proteins and
phenolic compounds) (Pandhare et al., 2012).
Viola
biflora
is
a
Circumpolar
phytogeographic element, frequent from the
storey of the beech to the storey of the
subalpine. The alpine violet Viola biflora is a
rich source of cyclotides. The cyclotides have
been shown to be cytotoxic, anti-HIV,
antimicrobial and hemolytic agents. (Herrmann
et al., 2008)
Oxalis corniculata is a Mediterranean
phytogeographic element, a sub spontaneous
segetal and ruderal species. It showed activity
in cough, scabies, itching, dysentery, anemia,
piles, dyspepsia and fever (Rahman et al.,
2014)

Conclusions
From the ethnopharmacological literature
of the countries around Romania, close or less
close, it was possible to identify species
existing in the spontaneous flora of Romania
with medicinal qualities in a wide range of
diseases according to the traditional medicine.
Our study outlines the useful plant
resources beneficial for the health of the
inhabitants of our country by completing the
list of medicinal plants in Romania.
Medicinal species is an important source
of raw materials in pharmacological research
and drug production in Romania.
The use of plants in traditional medicine
has allowed the accumulation of much
information that can be confirmed or refuted by
research in specialized laboratories.
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